



The Work-Life Balance of Non-Regular
Employees and Its Implication
on Productivity
??????? ?
The Work-life balance of non-regular employees has received less
attention in Japan since non-regular employment is viewed as a °exible
employment in terms of time, and therefore it is not considered an
important issue. However, non-regular employment has become very
diverse both in its format and sub-population, e.g. not only middle-aged
and older housewives working for secondary income but also young women
and men who are or will be a primary source of income as non-regular
employees. This paper examines the issue of the work-life balance
of non-regular employees and discusses its implication on corporate
productivity with special attention given to absenteeism and turnover
rate.
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6) ????????????????? 1 ????????? 1 ??????????????
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U = U(x; L) (1)
??????????????????????????????? (D)?
???????????????????????????????
x = R+ w(tc ¡ ta)¡D(ta) (2)
????R???????w ?????tc ????????ta ??????
????????????? (D)????? (ta)????????????
???
t = tc + ta + L (3)
????(2)?? (3)?? (1)?????? ta ??????????????
1????????????
UL ¡ (w +D0)Ux = 0 (4)
???????????????????????????????????
15) Brown and Sessions(1996), Bridges and Mumford(2001), Chaupain-Guillotand
Guillot(2007) ????? Allen(1980) ????????????????
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a = a(w; R; tc; D; f) (5)










































16) Barmby et al.(1994), Brown and Sessions (1996).
17) ???????????????????1985 ?? 1993 ????????????????
???
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2 ? ?????????57.7 ?? ?????????51.8 ??
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